
Granite South Indian Lord Balaji
Polished Stone Statue 24 in
Read More
SKU: 01242
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures,
Vishnu Statues
Tags: Balaji Stone Statue, Black Granite Stone Statue
Manufacturer, Tirupati Balaji Stone Idol, Venkateswar
Stone Statue for Home and Puja

Product Description

Granite Garuda - King of All
Birds - Stone Statue 13 inch
Read More
SKU: 01240
Price: ₹27,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description
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A well-worn antique aesthetic of the Granite Garuda statue is sure to benefit any interior. The 1
ft tall adds artisanal elegance to withstand the elements for years to enjoy. Material:
Blackstone / Granite Stone Dimension(HWL): 13 x 8 x 6 inch Height: 1 ft Position: Kneeling 
Details about the stone sculptures; A hybrid between man and eagle

The statuette is seen kneeling with the right leg bent and the left one stretch behind on a
two-layer lotus pedestal.
With human limbs,  an eagle-like nose, crown on his head, hands are seen folded in
adoration, and partially opened wings.
The beautiful sculpture is built by the artisans of Odisha, where stone carving is famous
worldwide for its intricate design.

Garuda:  Defined by its majesty 

Garuda is the vehicle of the supreme preserver deity Lord Vishnu.
Known as the king of birds and bane of snakes.
He can transform himself into any form and can enter anywhere.
Mostly found in Hindu temples of Lord Vishnu.
Garuda is also included in the Buddhist text,  in the name of "Garula" birds with golden
wings.
On the day of Garuda Panchami or Naga Chaturthi, where he separately worshipped along
with the Nagas.

Direction and suggestion of placement:

The divine statue should be set in the southwest zone and face the northeast of your home
and office.
The idol can be used in the temple of your home or office.
You can place it on the mantle, sideboard, and console of your home living room or office
Gift your dear one with the tiny-winy sculpts on their special occasion.

Few benefits of keeping the stone sculptures:

Keeping the sacred statue helps you to outshine in your respective area of work, by
increasing self-confidence and courage.
Prevent the evil eye, black magic, and all other negative energy from your life.
He bestows name, fame, and wealth to his devotee in all walks of life.
Fulfills righteous wishes and free from all worries.

Guidance  for cleaning:
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The structure is made from very durable material like granite.
Granite stones are strong shatter-resistant and weather-proof.
For dusting of the statue make use of a soft cloth to wipe the surface of the stone
sculptures.
Dust it time to time to keep the dirt away from the statue.

Granite Stone Vishnu Vahana
Garuda Statue 15.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01239
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

The classic black is always in the trends, add the Garuda statue to elegance and environment-
friendly alternative in our decotarion. Material: Blackstone / Granite stone Dimension(HWL):
15.5 x 8 x 6 inch Position: Sitting Representation of the divine bird:

The above sculpt is of Garuda, a Hindu mythological bird is seen kneeling with the right leg
bent and the left one stretch behind on a  lotus plinth.
Carved with an eagle-like nose, a crown, hands are seen folded in namaste, and partially
opened pinion.
The graven image is made by the artificer of Odisha, where stone engraving is famous
globally for its intricate design.

Garuda; a Upadevata of Hindu scriptures
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Garuda is the mount of  Lord Vishnu.
Known as the king of birds and foe of all Nagas.
He can transform transfigure into any form and can enter anywhere.
Largely found in the shrines of Lord Vishnu.
Also mentioned in many Buddhist texts,  in the name of "Garula" birds with golden wings.
He worshipped along with the Nagas, on the day of Garuda Panchami or Naga Chaturthi in
the month of Shravana.

Placement suggestion of the stone sculptures :

The saintly statue should be placed always in the southwest zone while facing the
northeast of your home and office.
Used in the temple of your home or office.
It can be set at the entrance of the Vishnu temple or your home.
The garden, park, or your front yard also be some recommended place to set the statue.
It can be presented as an angelic gift option for your dear one.

Advantages of keeping Garuda statue:

If you want to succeed in your respective area of work, then it will be beneficial to place
the godly statue.
Turn aside from the evil eye, black magic, and negative energy from your life.
Garuda bestows his devotees with name, fame, and wealth.
Fulfills righteous wishes and free from one from all worries.

Tips to  care the stone sculptures:

The above structure is made from durable material like granite, which does not require
much attention for cleaning.
Granite stones are strong shatter-resistant and weather-resistant.
For dusting, use a soft cloth to wipe the surface of the statue.
Keep dusting it time to time, to keep the dust away from the statue.
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Soapstone Mini Sitting Ganesha
Statue 1.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01188
Price: ₹6,000.00 Original price was: ₹6,000.00.₹
4,500.00Current price is: ₹4,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, car decor, Dashboard Idols,
New Style Ganesh Murti, table decor

Product Description

Soapstone Mini Sitting Ganesha
Idol 2 in
Read More
SKU: 01186
Price: ₹6,000.00 Original price was: ₹6,000.00.₹
4,500.00Current price is: ₹4,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols, New Style
Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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Soapstone Mini Standing
Krishna Playing Bansi Idol 2 in
Read More
SKU: 01185
Price: ₹6,000.00 Original price was: ₹6,000.00.₹
4,500.00Current price is: ₹4,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Krishna Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols

Product Description

Soapstone Mini Sitting Krishna
Under a Tree Playing Flute Idol
2 in
Read More
SKU: 01184
Price: ₹6,000.00 Original price was: ₹6,000.00.₹
5,000.00Current price is: ₹5,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols

Product Description
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Soapstone Mini Lakshmi
Narasimha Sitting Statue 2 inch
Read More
SKU: 01182
Price: ₹7,500.00 Original price was: ₹7,500.00.₹
5,500.00Current price is: ₹5,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Narasimha Statue, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols

Product Description

The mesmerizing  Mini Laxmi Narsimha sitting statue (2 inch) is a simple yet glossy white
charm. An elemental delight that is sure to turn few heads. Material: Pink Soapstone
Dimension(HWL): 2 x 1.3 x 0.8 inch Position: Sitting Statue  Sitting statue of Lord
Narasimha:

The Narasimha statue is sitting on a lotus plinth, Goddess Laxmi is seen sitting on his lap.
The statues are made from Pink soapstone, with a glossy glaze finish.
The statue is carved in half man-half lion form. Holding a coach and Chakra in upper
hands. The lower to gesture in Varada mudra and Abhay mudra
The beautiful sculpt is made by the artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is globally
popular for its intricate carving and design.

Regarding Lord Narsimha:

Laxmi Nrusingha is the fourth incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
According to Hindu scriptures, Laxmi Nrusingha represents Lord Jagannatha.
This Avatar has been taken in Satya Yuga. To destroy evil, protect people from cruelty, and
establish Dharma.

 Suggestion and directions while  placing the stone sculptures:
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It is favorable to install the structure in the north or northeast corner, facing him to the
east.
The statue can embellish in your tiny space like cabin, showcase, the cupboard of the
living room, and office.
Place it on your temple of home and office.
Don't hesitate to gift our dear one on their special occasion next time.

Benefits one will get by keeping the divine statue.

Keeping sacred statues and worshipping him bestow the devotees with wealth and
success.
Ward off negative impacts from planets, and evil forces by keeping the idol.
A idol of him influences one's life towards liberation and obtaining the protective grace of
the Lord.

How to clean the decorative stone:

The elegant decorative stone is made out of Pink soapstone
The chief advantage of Pink stone is its non-porous and durability.
Wipe the statue with a piece of cloth over the surface.
Keep dusting it periodically, so the dust would not make compile over the surface of the
stone sculptures.

Soapstone Mini Goddess Laxmi
Sitting Statue 1.8 in
Read More
SKU: 01181
Price: ₹6,000.00 Original price was: ₹6,000.00.₹
4,500.00Current price is: ₹4,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Maa Lakshmi Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols
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Product Description

Prefer something to embellish your tiny space of décor,  then add the sitting statue of Goddess
Laxmi perfectly fit your requirement with 1.2 inches tall. The artwork deserved to be turn few
heads. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 1.8 x 1.2 x 0.8 inch Position: Sitting
Statue 
The statuette of Goddess Laxmi:

The lovely statue of Goddess Laxmi is sitting on a lotus pedestal.
The mere smiling expression of the statue and delicate carving is enough to glue the eye
of the onlooker.
The gorgeous statue is carved by the brilliant artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is
globally famous for its intricate design.

Laxmi; The nourished, preserver, and provider

The wife of Lord "Vishnu" the god of perseverance, the pair often called as Laxmi-
Narayana.
Widely known as the Goddess of wealth and good fortune.
She appeared from the churning of the milk ocean (Samudra Manthan).
The lotus represents divine wisdom. Because it blossoms in the mud, yet preserves its
beauty.
People widely worshipped Goddess Laxmi in Dhanteras and Diwali and also in Sharad
Purnima(the festival of harvest) in the form of Gaja Laxmi.

Direction and placement tips to follow:

The godly statue should be placed in the North or east part of the Northeast corner of the
home or office.
You can use it in the temple of home, office, and shop.
The miniature sculpt can be placed on the cupboard, showcase, or any bookshelf of the
living room and office.
You can even place it on the dashboard of your car and present your dear one as a gift at
their special event.

The graciousness of keeping the stone sculptures:

She bestows her devotees with health, wealth, and progeny.
She is the bringer of good fortune and bestows her devotees in all ventures of life.
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She is also known as "Moksha Pradayini", freeing one from the liberation( cycle of death
and rebirth).
 The worshiper also gets beauty, success, and knowledge.

Some suggestions to keep in mind while cleaning:

The dignified structure is made from Pink stone.
Pink soapstone is weather-resistant and requires super low maintenance.
Take a piece of dry cloth to wipe down the surface.
Clean it every alternate day, to keep the dust away from the stone sculptures

Soapstone Mini Naga Ganesha
Sitting on Snake Idol 1.8 in
Read More
SKU: 01180
Price: ₹6,000.00 Original price was: ₹6,000.00.₹
4,500.00Current price is: ₹4,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols, New Style
Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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Soapstone Mini Radha Krishna
Standing Statue 2.2 in
Read More
SKU: 01179
Price: ₹7,500.00 Original price was: ₹7,500.00.₹
5,500.00Current price is: ₹5,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols

Product Description

Pattachitra Style Wooden
Kumkum Box 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01171
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description
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Treasuring and restoring folk art of Pattachitra through a 3.5 inch wooden kumkum
box is speechless. This beautifully handmade blunt sindoor daani is made by the
artisans of CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Wood Dimension(HWL): 3.5 x 3 x 3 inch  Height:
3.5 inch Characteristics of the kumkum box:

It's a  wooden box to store kumkum/Haldi.
The wooden box has the Pattachitra of Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra, and Subhadra.
Its size won't take up much space in the dressing unit, due to its tiny size.
It almost takes very small space, if you wanna carry it to your vanity beg.
You can also make it a decor piece in the showcase.
The Pattachitra art form is known for its intricate details as well as mythological narratives
and folktales inscribed in it. It is needless to say it has not been limited to the canvas only
the skillful artisans have featured the paint in various decor pieces.

 The functionality of the wooden Sindoor box:

The box is generally used to store kumkum or Haldi.
On an auspicious occasion like marriage, it can prove to be a beneficial gifting piece for the
bride.
Apart from storing vermillion, you can treasure some of your precious jewelry like rings
given to you on your purpose day.
The earrings were gifted to you by your husband in Karwachauth.
A stone is the precious one, which you want to treasure for your future, and can be
restored in the box.

How to take care of a wooden kumkum box:

Benefits from love and maintenance to keep the sindoor Daani looking its best.
When cleaning, with a soft cloth buff the wooden box each day.
 Never use abrasive cleaning products or a harsh scrubber to clean. It might scratch the
surface and ruin the finish
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Lord Jagannath Wooden Sindoor
Box / Sindoora Box 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01169
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

Hand Made Wooden Sindoor
Pedi Pattachitra Painted 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01168
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description
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Hand Crafted Wooden Wedding
Sindoor Case 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01167
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

Hand Crafted Wooden Sindur
Dani / Sindhora Box 3 inch
Read More
SKU: 01166
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description
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A beautiful sindoor Box made from wood will embellish your dressing area. Rooted in
Indian culture. This product holds importance for every married woman, traditional
colors, and most importantly flaunting the Pattachitra folk art of Odisha making it
more precious. Material: Wood Art Type: Pattachitra art Dimension(HWL): 3 x 3 x 3 inch
Height: 3 inch Depiction of the wooden sindoor Daani:

The product depicted here is a wooden Sindoor box debossed with Pattachitra.
Pristinely adorned with the paintings of Lord Jagannath's, Baladev's, and Subhadra's
images.
The hand-crafted wooden sindoor box reflects the artistic brilliance and elegance of your
vanity.
Made up of hand-picked lumber with a slick surface and has been crafted by skilled
artisans from Odisha.

The exclusive wooden Sindoor box:

Add a splendid accessory to your dressing table the "wooden Sindoor box".
If you are a collector of decorative goods then this wooden sindoor Daani is proven to be
the best choice for you.
Due to its small size, it does not require much space in your dressing table or makeup
pouch.
Apart from Haldi and vermillion, you can store miniature accessories too.
Sindoor Daani is widely auspicious in marriage, rituals, worshipping, and also as a decor
piece so don't hesitate to gift them to your dear one at festive events.

How to clean wooden sindoor Daani:

Wooden art pieces are useful and beautiful means for any home.
Use a clean tea towel to wipe the box down, repeat if necessary.
Frequent cleaning will elevate the longevity and the texture of the sindoor Daani.
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Pattachitra Art Wooden Sindoor
Box 3.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01165
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

Pattachitra art wooden sindoor box crafted from wood which is considered to be a
sacred material and traditionally used in home decorations. It is a vibrant and stylish
showpiece, so go ahead and buy with confidence. Material: Wood Art Type: Patachitra
art Dimension(HWL): 3.5 x 2.7 x 2.7 inch Height: 3.5 inch Characterization of the
wooden sindoor daani:

The product shown here is a wooden Sindoor box cast with Pattachitra.
Immaculately embellished with imprints of green and pink leaf all around giving it a
charming look.
The hand-crafted wooden sindoor box repercuss the creative splendor and elegance of
your vanity.
Made up of hand-picked timber with a greasy surface and has been crafted by experienced
artisans from Odisha.

The exclusive wooden Sindoor box:

The "wooden Sindoor box" spruces up the look of your dressing table.
Collectors of imaginative goods will find this wooden sindoor Daani having Pattachitra art
very enchanting.
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Whether you want to carry it in your vanity bag or keep it on your vanity table, it will not
cause any clutter among others due to its small size.
Asunder from Haldi and vermillion, you can also store your precious tiny accessories.
Sindoor Daani is widely auspicious in marriage, rituals, and worship, and as a decor piece,
proven to be the best gifting piece on several occasions.

Cleaning and maintaining wooden surfaces:

This quick and effective method will teach you how to clean wood and lift off years of
embedded dust and buildup from your favorite pieces.
Gently wipe the surface, and the dirt will start to lift up straight away.
Give it a good buff from time to time.

Wooden Sindoor Box Pattachitra
Art 3 in
Read More
SKU: 01164
Price: ₹1,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

CRAFTS ODISHA brings you a lovely and unique Sindoor box with Patachitra art,
perfect for your makeup collection or gifting. Material: Wood Dimension(HWL): 3 x 2.5
x 2.5 inch Depiction of the wooden sindoor Daani:

The product described here is a wooden Sindoor box with Pattachitra.
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Perfectly decorated with paintings of Lord Jagannath's, Baladev's, and Subhadra's pictures,
the wooden box looks sleek and gorgeous.
The most important fact is, that intricately hand-painted gives it a special touch and uplifts
its importance.
This decorative item is handcrafted and made up of handpicked wood with a smooth
surface and has been crafted by skilled artisans from Odisha. The colors used are organic
and non-toxic too.

The exclusive wooden Sindoor box:

This splendid sindoor box can glorify your vanity desk.
This sindoor box is an ideal choice for someone who likes to collect creative goods.
They don't occupy much space at the vanity desk or in the handbag because of their small
size.
Not only Kumkum, but you can also store small accessories of yours like a precious ring,
Earring, or any stone.
A brilliant gifting option for the bride or in Puja, rituals, housewarming ceremonies, etc.

How to clean wooden sindoor Daani:

Wooden toys are incredibly low maintenance due to their natural antibacterial quality and
mostly won’t need cleaning more than once a month.
Never soak wooden boxes, it’ll cause them to swell and change shape.
As long as you know how to clean wooden accessories effectively, they should continue
looking great for generations.
Wipe with a dry cloth to remove any dirt or debris.
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Jagannath Jiu Wooden Sindoor
Box 2.8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01163
Price: ₹1,568.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Accessories, Sindoor Box

Product Description

Polished Sitting Granite Stone
Ganesha Statue 20 inch
Read More
SKU: 01162
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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An exquisite finish that adds instant sophistication to any interior or exterior space
even can be made into a lovely housewarming gift, this polished sitting granite stone
Ganesha statue has multiple functionalities while allowing a wide variety of display
possibilities. Material: Blackstone / Granite Stone Dimension(HWL): 20 x 13 x 6 inch 
Position:  Sitting Height: 20 inch Some narration of the Ganesha god:

Widely revered, more specifically, as the remover of obstacles and thought to bring good
luck; the patron of arts and sciences; and the deva of intellect and wisdom "Lord Ganesha"
statue is depicted here.
The  Ganesha statue is shown sitting over a lotus base, in Lalitasana pose with four hands
is shown.
With four of his hands, he is seen holding a goad, a noose, and a sweet ball (Modak) while
the last one is gesturing in Abhay Mudra.
The highly rich granite finish displays the vibrancy of the granite's colors as well as the
character of the stone. The state of Odisha is known for its rich cultural and artistic
inheritance form of art which is practiced by many efficient artificers. Making it globally
popular through its intricate carving equally.

The right trunk stone Ganesha statue: Importance & significance

Vastu Shastra suggests that the West, North, and North East directions are best to place
the idol of Lord Ganesha. The face of Lord Ganesha's idol should face the North direction.
Lord Ganesha is widely honored as the remover of obstacles and as the Hindu god of luck
and fortune.
He is the Hindu god of starts and therefore he is honored at the start of all kinds of good
acts and ceremonies.
Lord Ganesha is the Vighneshvara, the remover of obstacles (vigna). Hence, Lord Ganesha
is often worshiped by the people before they begin anything new.
The right direction trunk represents the Lod Sun and its powers. The right side trunk is
called Siddhi Vinayaka.
As per Hinduism, Devi Siddhi, one of the wives of Lord Ganesha resides to his right and
hence the trunk curved to the right is called Siddhi Vinayaka.
The right-sided trunk of Lord Ganesha represents freedom from all worldly pleasures and
the attainment of Moksha.

Create the ultimate outdoor gateway with the Ganesha statue:

What's so satisfying about a living room that's full of neutrals is its minimalistic and cool
exhibition of the stone Ganesha statue.
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The overall character of the living room creates a clean look in the nooks and corners.
Maximizes the use of small spaces, under the staircase, & patio.
Neutral colors can expand space in areas where mood and ambiance are paramount so
exhibiting them in the garden will look gorgeous.
Creativity is at the root of beautiful decor especially if you have any artificial water feature
in your garden or landscaping.
If you like colors that pop and express joy and vivacity, splash some rainbow flowers
among which the statue can be placed.
Displaying the Gesneha statue in the entryway or foyer will delight everyone who walks
into the room.

Lord Ganesha showers with boons on his worshiper:

A green jade statue of Ganpati is believed to help improve the Vaastu of a structure.
Keep a green Lord Ganesha statue to attain harmony and peace in the devotee's lives.
All the obstacles are removed by keeping this. It brings prosperity to one’s life.
 Intensifies the positive effects of Mercury and reduces its negative effects.

Conservation & restoration of the Ganesha statue:

 If you notice your statue becoming dirty, you will want to take steps to make it clean and
beautiful again. Make sure to use the right cleaning products for the type of stone you are
washing.
Greenstone is an easy surface to clean. You can simply wipe the statue with a wet cloth to
clean it

or,

Take some soft, clean clothes with you. Old towels will work fine.
Dampen your sponges in your bucket of water. Once they are wet, gently begin wiping
down the surface of the stone.
After you are done, rinse with clean, plain water. And dry it with a towel.
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Sitting Vastu Ganesha Granite
Stone Statue 18 inch
Read More
SKU: 01157
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

This sitting Vaastu Ganesha granite stone statue is easy to coordinate with a wide
range of interior decor themes. The dramatic design can be well adorned from home
to office where ever you want to exhibit. Material: Blackstone / Granite Stone
Dimension(HWL): 18 x 11.5 x 5  inches Position: Sitting Height: 1.5 ftDescription of the
Ganesha Murti:

The above stone statue is of small granite sitting Vaastu Ganesha.
In this home statue decor, Lord Ganesha is seen sitting over a lotus pedestal in Lalitasana.
With his four hands, he is holding a noose, goad, and his favorite sweetmeats, and
gesturing at Abhay Mudra with the other.
The sculpture is expertly sculpted on a single Black stone, showcasing the efficacy of the
artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is globally popular.

Importance of the Vaastu Ganesha:

The chubby, peaceful, intelligent, elephant-headed Ganesha, is one of Hinduism’s most
favored deities.
He is the only deity that People regard as the Pratham Pujya. Known as the god of
beginning.
 The trunk curving to the left is called a Vamamukhi (Facing the Northern direction).
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 The left side of Lord Ganesha is believed to be aligned with and possess the qualities of
the Moon, which makes that side peaceful and blissful.
Left trunk Ganeshas are also believed to be the purify home and help heal the Vaastu
Dosha that might be present.
 Murti with a trunk touching ladoo or near to it as this symbolizes that Ganapati is having
his favorite food and will also share with the devotees. Ladoo depicts worldly prosperity
and achievements.
The date of Ganesh Chaturthi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon period (Shukla
Chaturthi) in the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad.

Thoughtful home decor ideas you should give a try:

Vastu experts specify placing Lord Ganesha’s idol either in the west, north-east, or north
direction.
Exhibit the statue on the end table in the living room that helps this space become
tranquil.
Its compact size makes it ideal as low hedges or as green foliage in a garden bed.
It makes a solid choice to use in your landscaping, try to install it on the corner of your
house.
The broadleaf foliage of boxwoods resembles a bench in a classical courtyard. Boxwoods
work because they will thrive in different types of light where you can display the idol.
Low-growing shrubs, like yew, juniper, boxwood, and holly, are good options for foundation
plantings beneath the statue.
Combine the statue with boxwood shrub with evergreen foliage that could look great if
arranged properly and combined with some colorful flowers.
Placing it on the console or sideboard in the entryway or foyer Adds an old-worldly charm
to your home.
knock their socks off by gifting this to your family and friends.

The blessing of the sitting Vaastu Ganesha statue:

The right idol placed correctly attracts an abundance of wealth and good health.
 You would witness a prosperous life.
Beneficial for people with weak mercury.

How to preserve and clean a Granite surface.

Using Granite in your decor space will give your home an elegant and classic impression
that is unrivaled by any other stone.
Accurate techniques of cleaning must be used to assure the solidity of the stone is kept.
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Soapy water is the best for the job just make sure to rinse well, soap up any standing
water, and simply dry the surface of the Ganesha statue.

Granite Stone Left Trunk Vastu
Ganesha Statue 15 inch
Read More
SKU: 01154
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Granite Stone Polished Sitting
Ganesha Sculpture 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01153
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
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Product Description

Polished Granite Stone Sitting
Ganapati Statue 15 in
Read More
SKU: 01152
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Polished granite stone sitting Ganpati is a symbol of prosperity in Indian culture and
is widely worshipped throughout the country. Used to be a lovely housewarming gift
or any interior or exterior decor, a truly unique piece to purchase from CRAFTS
ODISHA. Material: Blackstone / Granite Stone  Dimension(HWL): 15 x 9 x 4 inch  Height:
 15 inch Position:  Sitting Features of the Ganesha god statue:

This is a statue of Lord Ganesha god representing his 7th out of 32 forms known as "Siddhi
Ganpati".
In this form he is shown sitting on a lotus pedestal, holding a noose, a goad, and a sweet
ball while gesturing in Abhay Mudra.
His mount the Indian bandicoot rat is seen beneath his feet staring at his master with
humble eyes and folding hands.
This lustrous carving is the magnificent artwork of an Odisha stone sculptor, one of the
major handicrafts of Orissa.

Siddhi Vinayak:
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Widely known as the elephant-headed deity. Usually praised with affection at the start of
any Hindu ritual or ceremony and the beginning of any writing.
The elephantine expression has a deeper figurative meaning as Ganesha's large size
represents his supernatural ability to remove obstacles in his devotees' lives.
Lord Ganesha is honored as the patron of arts and sciences, intellect and wisdom.
When the trunk is tilted to the right he is acknowledged as Siddhi Ganpati.
Siddhi Ganapati, “the Accomplished,” is the epitome of achievement and self-mastery.
Right-sided Ganesha statue is believed to be representing your Pingala Nadi which is
related to solar energy.
Ganesh Chaturthi or Vinayaka Chaturthi known as the birth anniversary of Lord Ganesha is
observed in the Hindu calendar month of Bhadrapada, starting on the Shukla Chaturthi
(fourth day of the waxing moon).

Latest trends and easy decor tips:

Revamped sitting room space with the polished Ganpati statue beside your couch.
What better space to treat to a stunning update on the corners and nooks of the room with
the statue.
 Transform the foyer and entryway to impress with the trendy incorporation of the statue
over a console or sideboard.
Placing it on an alcove shelf left the living or office room decor ideas are sure to inspire.
With simple changes that will elevate your space from being lived in, to being loved to be
lived in. like exhibiting the piece of art on the patio among some vibrant color flowers.
A bit of thoughtful planning can help the space feel more elegant by decorating like
incorporating the sculpture near an artificial water feature, fountain, pool, or koi pond.
Switch things up outdoor by placing the statue near small hedges and bushes.
The reception, lobby, corridor of the hotel, or restaurant catches the eye of every onlooker.

Astrological benefits of Siddhi Ganesha:

The devotee will receive good fortune and happiness, as well as a peaceful life.
Not only you will gain a strong mind but also will help you to achieve all your dreams.
Lord Ganesha provides courage to face obstacles and overcome them.

How to clean your granite sculpture efficiently:

There’s no better way to elevate the style and sophistication of interior and exterior with
the addition of gorgeous natural stone countertops.
One of the easiest and best ways to keep stone surfaces clean is with a mixture of warm
water and gentle dish soap.
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When you’re finished cleaning dust, dirt, and grime from the statue, it’s best to follow up
with a rinse of clear water to eliminate any remaining soap residue that could leave behind
a film, dulling the glossy shine of the surface.
A wipe-down with a clean, dry, microfiber cloth will ensure that no water spots form after
you’re done cleaning.
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